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Meiotic recombination



Meiotic recombination in hotspots mcvean2004fine

paigen2008recombinational

nicolas1994polarity

smith1994hotspots



Recombination hotspot paradox

Why do hotspots exist if hotspot binding motifs tend 
to disappear due to the recombination process they 
induce themselves?

boulton1997hotspot pineda2005persistence duret2009biased szostak1983doublecoop2007live



Motif enrichment & identification of locus determining hotspot activity

myers2008commonmyers2005fine grey2009genome parvanov2009trans

“Testing the activity of three 
activated hotspots in sperm 
samples from individual male 
progeny of two genetic crosses, 
we identified a single trans-acting 
regulator of hotspot activity, 
designated Rcr1, that is located 
in a 5.30-Mb interval 
(11.74–17.04 Mb) on Chr 17. 
Using an Escherichia coli cloning 
assay to characterize the 
molecular products of 
recombination at two of these 
hotspots, we found that Rcr1 
controls the appearance of both 
crossover and noncrossover gene 
conversion events, indicating that 
it likely controls the sites of the 
double-strand DNA breaks that 
initiate the recombination 
process.”

“We have identified the genetic 
locus required for Psmb9 activity, 
named Dsbc1 for Double-strand 
break control 1, and mapped this 
locus within a 6.7-Mb region on 
Chr 17. Based on cytological 
analysis of meiotic DNA 
double-strand breaks (DSB) and 
crossovers (COs), we show that 
Dsbc1 influences DSB and CO, 
not only at Psmb9, but in several 
other regions of Chr 17.”



Hybrid sterility: Hst-1, Meisetz & Prdm9

forejt1974genetic hayashi2005histone mihola2009mouse

   

A histone H3 methyltransferase controls epigenetic events required for 
meiotic prophase

Katsuhiko Hayashi, Kayo Yoshida & Yasuhisa Matsui

Epigenetic modifications of histones regulate gene expression and 
chromatin structure. Here we show that Meisetz (meiosis- induced 
factor containing a PR/SET domain and zinc-finger motif) is a histone 
methyltransferase that is important for the progression of early meiotic 
prophase. Meisetz transcripts are detected only in germ cells entering 
meiotic prophase in female fetal gonads and in postnatal testis. 
Notably, Meisetz has catalytic activity for trimethylation, but not mono- 
or dimethylation, of lysine 4 of histone H3, and a transactivation activity 
that depends on its methylation activity. Mice in which the Meisetz gene 
is disrupted show sterility in both sexes due to severe impairment of the 
double-stranded break repair pathway, deficient pairing of homologous 
chromosomes and impaired sex body formation. In Meisetz-deficient 
testis, trimethylation of lysine 4 of histone H3 is attenuated and meiotic 
gene transcription is altered. These findings indicate that 
meiosis-specific epigenetic events in mammals are crucial for proper 
meiotic progression.



Accelerated evolution of Prdm9

oliver2009accelerated thomas2009extraordinary

schwartz2014primate



PRDM9 determines recombination hotspots!!

baudat2010prdm9 myers2010driveparvanov2010prdm9



PRDM9 diversity

berg2011variantsberg2010prdm9 ponting2011genomicfledel2011variation

mcvean2010prdm9



Many open questions

segurel2011case



Absence of PRDM9 brick2012genetic

“...In the absence of PRDM9, most recombination is initiated at 
promoters and at other sites of PRDM9-independent H3K4 
trimethylation. Such sites are rarely targeted in wild-type mice, 
indicating an unexpected role of the PRDM9 protein in sequestering 
the recombination machinery away from gene-promoter regions and 
other functional genomic elements.”

axelsson2012death

“...The PRDM9 coding sequence is disrupted in the dog 
genome assembly. …In contrast to human hotspots, 40% 
of canine hotspots are characterized by a distinct peak in 
GC content. A comparative genomic analysis indicates 
that these peaks are present also as weaker peaks in the 
panda, suggesting that the hotspots have been 
continually reinforced by accelerated and strongly GC 
biased nucleotide substitutions, consistent with the 
long-term action of biased gene conversion on the dog 
lineage. These results are consistent with the loss of 
PRDM9 in canids, resulting in a greater evolutionary 
stability of recombination hotspots. ”

“Taken together, these results provide the direct 
demonstration that Prdm9 is a master regulator 
of hotspot localization through the DNA binding 
specificity of its zinc finger array and that 
binding of PRDM9 at hotspots promotes local 
H3K4me3 enrichment.”

grey2011mouse

auton2013genetic



Mechanism behind PRDM9’s role in DSB

de2013initiation

eram2014trimethylation Trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 36 by human 
methyltransferase PRDM9 protein



More mechanism!

baker2014prdm9 baker2015prdm9 baker2015multimer



KRAB and PR/SET domains are active

baker2017repeatedparvanov2017prdm9



Red-Queen dynamics

“Now, here, you see, it takes all the 
running you can do, to keep in the same 
place. If you want to get somewhere 
else, you must run at least twice as fast 
as that!”

Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There

ubeda2011red ubeda2022co

latrille2017red

lesecque2014red



Link to hybrid sterility??

genestier2023bridging

“Although this model predicts many empirical observations, 
the exact causes of the positive selection acting on new 
PRDM9 alleles is still not well understood. In this direction, 
experiment on mouse hybrids have suggested that, in 
addition to targeting double strand breaks, PRDM9 has 
another role during meiosis. Specifically, PRDM9 symmetric 
binding (simultaneous binding at the same site on both 
homologues) would facilitate homology search and, as a 
result, the pairing of the homologues. Although discovered 
in hybrids, this second function of PRDM9 could also be 
involved in the evolutionary dynamics observed within 
populations. To address this point, here, we present a 
theoretical model of the evolutionary dynamics of meiotic 
recombination integrating current knowledge about the 
molecular function of PRDM9. Our modeling work gives 
important insights into the selective forces driving the 
turnover of recombination hotspots. Specifically, the reduced 
symmetrical binding of PRDM9 caused by the loss of high 
affinity binding sites induces a net positive selection eliciting 
new PRDM9 alleles recognizing new targets.”

baker2023down



ZCWPW1 & ZCWPW2

huang2020histone mahgoub2020dual wells2020zcwpw1 cavassim2022prdm9 hoge2023patterns



Mechanistic origin of diversity

alleva2021cataloging


